
MIDDLE EAST 
OFFICE FOR IMPORT & EXPORT



Middle East office for import & export
is a distributor for structured cabling systems passive solutions:

- Twisted pair cables & its accessories.
- Fiber optic cables  & its accessories.
- Network cabinets ( RACKS ) Indoor & Outdoor.

Brands:

- COMMSCOPE
- D-LINK
- TOTEN
- MIDDLE EAST



COMMSCOPE  pushes the boundaries of 
communications technology to create the world’s 
most advanced networks.

CAT 6, 6A, 7 Cables & Accessories

Fiber optic Cables & Accessories



D-Link infrastructure solutions powers hospital networks so that life-saving 
operations can be carried out. D-Link connects vast knowledge centers in 
the heart of the universities and
research institutes, enabling critical scientific
break-through.



G3 SERVER/NETWORK CABINETS

Standards:
Comply with ANSI/EIA RS-310-D, IEC297-2, DIN41494;PART1, 
DIN41494;PART7, ETSI standard.

Features:

- Exquisite design with precise dimension and craftsmanship.
- Hexagonal reticular high-density vented plate front door and rear 
door.
- Adjustable feet and heavy duty castors are available at the same 
time.
- Several lockable cable entry on top cover and bottom panel with 
adjustable sizes.
- Optional plinth enables cabinet to stay in a fixed position, meeting 
requirements of under-base cable entry/ventilation and prevention.
- Efficient cabinet baying kit(patent).
  - Removable side panels, easy to install and maintain.
    - Around 1/2~2/3 of original assembled volume when flat pack. 



Crafted with precision and cutting-
edge technology, MIDDLE EAST racks 
embody
industrial excellence. Each 
component is precisely designed to 
withstand the demands of modern 
business, ensuring your data stays 
secure and accessible.

MIDDLE EAST
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